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The Daily Driver User Guide 

Thanks for grabbing The Daily Driver. 

The aim of this daily sheet is to help you get more out of your day, every day. 

This documentation explains how you can use this planning tool. But before we get too much into the 
weeds, I want to give you a primer to help you get started with The Daliy Driver today. 

I have a full video overview of The Daily Driver available for you to watch here. It's about 20 minutes 
long but I will be making other videos that will focus on specific tutorials for The Daily Driver that will be 
shorter. In the meantime, if you're ready to dive in right away then print a copy of The Daily Driver, grab 
a pen, and let's get started. 

At the top of the sheet you'll notice several lines. The ones on the left are for the date and, should you 
have one, a "Daily Theme." I've talked about daily theming before so I won't get into it too much here, 
but if you want to check out some of what I've shared before then this blog post I wrote for ConvertKit is 
a good place to start. 

Quick tip: If you're not ready to dive into daily themes yet, just write down the day of the week on the 
line provided. You'll be able to connect it to a Daily Theme later if you wish. 

The line on the upper right are for any "Monthly Theme" (or themes) you may have, both personal and 
professional. They are divided so you can have space for both types of Monthly Themes. Below that line 
is a line for what I call a "Weekly Sprint." Unless you have these figured out already, you can leave these 
blank. I'll get into how to use these later in the guide. 

Below the upper lines is a large circle that can be used as a clock. Think of it as the clock for your day. 
You can modify it to suit your working hours or however you see fit. There are enough lines to represent 
all 24 hours in the day and what you can do is segment out any appointments you have for the day in 
the form of a pie chart in this circle if you'd like. Just write the numbers outside the circle for each 
corresponding time and then draw a line from the centre dot to each line to create a segment in the 
clock for your appointments. (I'm going to showcase this in greater detail soon, so if you want to leave 
this space blank for now then go ahead.) 

Next is the section where you'll write down the tasks you need or want to do for the day. The tasks 
should go on the Action lines. You have room for 10 tasks on The Daily Driver. Then, for each Action you 
should assign at least one Mode. If you don't have a sense of what to put in the "Mode" column, then 

https://youtu.be/rASZ9AYMCgE
https://convertkit.com/time-management-strategy-for-blogging-with-day-job/
https://convertkit.com/time-management-strategy-for-blogging-with-day-job/


download this PDF to get started with that. I'll be digging deeper into modes in the next part of this 
document. 

There's a section on the far right that resembles a test tube. Just leave this blank for now. I'll highlight it 
a little later in this user guide. 

Finally, in the bottom left of The Daily Driver are areas for you to indicate any habits you're tracking and 
if you completed a journal entry for the day. For now you can check these off or shade them in if you've 
done any or both of them. I'll have more on how to use these two elements later in this guide. 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/1z80m45p6t17a1o/The%205%20Categories%20of%20Mode-Based%20Work%20-%202019%20February.pdf?dl=0


The AM List 

Now I want to spend some time going over the simplest aspect of The Daily Driver. That would be the to 
do list section, or as I like to call it... The AM List. 

You see, the A stands for Action and the M stands for Mode. And these two aspects of the list are clearly 
marked on The Daily Driver and will really help you drive your day forward. 

The AM List is a place where you write down up to 10 tasks. Should you need more room, you can 
always flip over The Daily Driver and more to the mix there. Just be sure to make both columns on the 
reverse of the page as well. After all, the Mode column is a critical piece of The AM List. 

What tasks go on The AM List? Some of them are coming from a digital tool that you might use. You put 
them on The AM List so you can focus better since you're only seeing what you plan on working on 
today and aren't seeing the rest of everything that that digital tool contains. 

That’s one of the reasons why I use this planner myself. I use a digital task app for long-term storage 
and incubation of tasks and projects. But on a day-to-day basis, I don’t necessarily want to see 
everything in my task app — even when I put filters and tagging in place to filter my focus. 

Quick tip: While it might seem redundant to move tasks from your digital to do list app to The AM List 
on The Daily Driver, it really isn’t. What you’re doing is creating a more focussed environment for you to 
work on tasks that need your attention today. 

The other place that some of these tasks might be coming from is through emails or requests from 
others. The AM List is a good place for you to place them because, more often than not, these requests 
will need to be considered — if not fulfilled — today. 

Another place that your tasks could be created from are the ones that come to mind over the course of 
the day. The AM List is where those tasks could go as well. 

Quick tip: Make sure that when you are writing down these tasks that you break them down to the 
smallest particles possible. Otherwise they are actually projects. So instead of writing down “Work on 
Project X,” you should list all of the project elements that you need to work on and write them down 
individually. That way you're turning those invisible tasks visible. 



Here are some other things to keep in mind when using the section of the planner: 

• Remember that every task requires some sort of mode to complete it. (You did grab that PDF I 
shared earlier explaining what modes were, right?) Also, don't get too complicated with your 
modes. My suggestion is to focus on one category of mode first and use that exclusively in your 
first few weeks with The Daily Driver. 

• You don't have to fill The AM List up before you start your day. You might want to leave a few of 
the spots empty so that you have a place to capture tasks that come at you throughout the day. 

• Once you start theming your days, you can start to craft The AM List  according to what that Daily 
Theme is. Again, you don't need to theme every single day of the week to get started. Perhaps 
you can choose to use The Daily Driver on one of the days that you are off of work and try that — 
making The AM List for all of the things you need to do around the house, for example. 

Got feedback? Email me at askmike@productivityist.com and let me know. I’d love to hear from you. 

mailto:askmike@productivityist.com


The Power Ring 

The next element of The Daily Driver that is unlike anything I've seen in other planners out there. It's 
the area that takes up the greatest amount space on the sheet and features a circular element with tick 
marks inside of it and a dot in the center. 

This area of The Daily Driver is called The Power Ring. 

Why do I call it that? 

For starters, it's the most powerful part of The Daily Driver. It allows you to create the shape of your day 
if you use it as a clock by creating slices for appointments and such inside of it. The tick marks allow for 
24 different "slices" inside of The Power Ring, so you can either make the clock a full day or set it up in a 
way that best suits you. The space around it allows for capture and details that you can associate with 
the slices inside the ring, meaning you can draw arrows or lines outward from slices to details you've 
captured in the whitespace surrounding The Power Ring. 

You can also use The Power Ring in other ways. It can be used as a journaling area. You can write down 
your plans for the day inside of it and use it to guide what you put on The AM List. You could use it to 
reflect on the previous day so that you drive your day forward with greater focus and attention. 

The Power Ring can be used as a time tracking tool as well. Just decide what each tick mark inside of 
the ring represents and create a pie chart of where your time and attention went over the course of the 
day. 

It can even serve as a "focus ring" which can happen by writing the things you want to focus on inside 
of it. 

I'm a BIG fan of Green Lantern (specifically Hal Jordan) and the ring a Green Lantern wields is a power 
ring. This ring gives its bearer the power to build constructs out of pure will. The Power Ring on The 
Daily Driver can do this for you because there's so much that you can do with it. 

If you're a fan of bullet journaling – especially if you love personalizing them – then The Power Ring 
area is where you can make that happen. It is a simple, flexible, and durable component of The Daily 
Driver and I'd love to hear how you decide to use it. 



(I'll be making more videos and sharing images on the different ways you can use The Power Ring. Once 
you start using it and have your own ways of using it, please let me know. I'd love to share it with others.) 

That's it for today. Next I'll be going over the tracking tools that are located at the bottom left hand side 
of the Daily Driver. Much like The Power Ring, you can modify and manipulate them to serve you in a 
way that makes them truly personalized. 

 
 



The Trackers 

Now... on to the guidelines for both the Habit Tracker and Journal Tracker. 

Until The Daily Driver was released you may not have had a way to track your habit streak or whether or 
not you wrote a journal entry. You may have been using a digital to do list app to do this or a specialized 
for this sort of thing. Even some paper planners have sections for habit tracking and writing brief 
journal entries. 

All I want in my daily planning tool is a place to track those things. That's why these tracking tools are 
part of The Daily Driver. 

If you're only tracking one habit, simply use the Habit Tracker to track that. Mark the circle with an 'x' or 
a checkmark (or shade it in) if you've kept up with whatever habit you are tracking as you complete it. If 
you want to track multiple habits, simply divide the ring into the number of habits and shade those 
areas in as you complete the corresponding habit. (Want to be able to easily remember what habits 
you're tracking? You can write numbers inside each section and have a numbered list outside of The 
Daily Driver so that you know what numbered section corresponds to a particular habit.) 

The Journal Tracker works much like the Habit Tracker. Fill in the ring if you complete a journal entry for 
the day. If you journal more than once per day, divide the ring into sections equal to the amount of 
entries you want to do. Then shade the areas in as you do them. (If you use The 5 Minute Journal app or 
planner for your journaling, you could place the number 5 inside the ring as a reminder that you need 
to go to that app/journal to write your entry/entries.) 

You can get creative with these tracking tools as well. Don't want to track habits or journaling? Just 
replace those words with what you do want to track, such as a morning and/or evening routine. It's 
important that you make The Daily Driver work for you. 

Next up… I’ll get into another unique elements of The Daily Driver: The Productivity ROI section.There's 
plenty to ground to cover in that space for sure! 



The Productivity ROI 

Now let's get into the scoring section of The Daily Driver. This area is located next to The AM List, shaped 
somewhat like a test tube. It's an area that you can definitely experiment with and - based on how you 
use it - your results may vary. 

This is where you'll calculate your Productivity ROI. 

While I've demonstrated how to use this area in the overview video that I shared earlier in this user 
guide, I wanted to offer a written explanation as well. I've done that in greater detail at this link, which 
is what I encourage you to read as well as the remainder of this section. 

Each task on The AM List can be assigned a point based on whether it is a task that you need to do, 
ought to do , or want to do. The task point for each of these types of tasks is as follows: 

1. Need to Do = 1 Task Point 
2. Ought to Do = 0 Task Points 
3. Want to Do = 2 Task Points 

 
If you believe a task is one that you both need and want to do, it is still only worth one point. Why? 
Because it was highly likely it was a want first but has become a need due to a delayed delivery. In 
addition, if you want to turn something you ought to do into either a need to do or (more likely) a want 
to do, keep in kind you can only modify it AFTER all needs and wants are completed for the day. This is 
because those other needs and wants were decided before the ought to do task was converted. 

Here's how you calculate your Productivity ROI: 

Total Task Points / Total Tasks Listed = Productivity ROI 

A Productivity ROI score of 1.0 is the median score, meaning that achieving a score of exactly 1.0 would 
be a productive day. You completed approximately the number of tasks you set out to complete, 
fulfilling what you needed to do at the very least. (You may have even missed a couple of the tasks you 
set out to do but wound up with a higher Productivity ROI because you completed some things you 
wanted to do.) 

https://productivityist.com/roi/


Here is the scoring range for the Productivity ROI and what each range likely means: 

• 0.0-0.5: Not a productive day at all. This could be due to a schedule that overtook your 
commitments despite making plans to the contrary, some sort of emergency or illness that 
derailed your productivity,or something similar. Don't beat yourself up about it; these kind of 
scores are rare and you should only concern yourself if it becomes consistent. One way to offset 
productivity levels like this is to make sure you write a journal entry to explain why the score 
was so low. 

• 0.6-0.9: You've had better days. You were able to take care of some of what you needed to do 
but not anything you wanted to do. Or perhaps you decided to only do a couple of things you 
wanted to do and didn't complete anything you needed to do. Either way, you need to focus on 
making sure you have a plan to pay attention to your intentions - both the tasks you need and 
want to do - so that you can hit the benchmark for a productive day. 

• 1.0: You did what you needed to do. No more and no less. All in all, a productive day. 
• 1.1-1.5: You were very productive. You not only took care of a lot or all of what you needed to 

do but you even got a few "want to do" tasks handled as well. Keep it up! 
• 1.6+: You're in rarifi ed air here. You completed plenty of things you wanted to do as well as 

what you needed to do. You're being proactive and it shows in your productivity. You may not 
hit this mark every day but it sure feels good when you do, doesn't it? 

 
Again, this link offers far more about the Productivity ROI, including some initial scoring examples. I'll 
be sharing more about this productivity scoring system in the future, including how it can be used to 
help kids with their time management goals. 

https://productivityist.com/roi/


Additional Tips 

As I wrap up this guide I wanted to share a few important points to consider when using The Daily 
Driver: 

1. Only use what you feel you can of The Daily Driver as you get started. If that means you only use 
The AM List, so be it. Add the other elements to your daily use as you get acclimated to the 
planning practice. I'd suggest adding the tracking tools as the next element you add (followed 
by The Power Ring), but it's really up to you. Remember that I've designed The Daily Driver to 
make it useful no matter how few or many elements of it you use. 

2. Bring your tasks to The AM list from any other digital tools you use so that The Daily Driver is the 
primary way you drive your day. And if new tasks come to your attention throughout the day 
then either add them to The AM List or flip over the sheet and write them down on there. Make 
sure you have a "mode" for every task on The AM List, no matter what side of the sheet you're 
using. Then filter The AM List by the mode column so you can group your tasks in a doable 
fashion. (Once you start using the Productivity ROI then you could also group the tasks by their 
"need to do" or "want to do" identifier.) 

3. Start by using 1-2 modes per task. In addition, only work with 2-3 of the categories of mode-
based work to start. Whether you use a time-based mode, an energy-based mode, or any others 
try to be consistent as you start using The Daily Driver so that you can group your tasks faster 
and better. (And if you use theme-based modes then make sure that the theme that shows on 
The AM List more often than not as that day's theme.) 

 
If you are unclear about anything I've shared about The Daily Driver so far, please let me know by 
emailing me at askmike@productivityist.com. I want to make The Daily Driver even better and hearing 
feedback from you is the best way for me to do that. 

I encourage you to share images of how you're using The Daily Driver on Instagram Pinterest, or any 
other social platforms with the hashtag #thedailydriver so I can find it and see what you're sharing. 
(YouTube videos would also be awesome!) 

Should you want to use The Daily Driver in conjunction with TimeCrafting – my personal productivity 
methodology – and want to learn the fundamentals of TimeCrafting as you do, then I suggest you join 
my TimeCrafting Trust community. If you’re interested in learning more about TimeCrafting Trust, just 
email me at askmike@productivityist.com. 



Thanks a ton for giving The Daily Driver a try. I hope you're enjoying using it and know that the more 
you use it that it will help you define your day, filter your focus, and make every moment matter. 

Take care... and don't hesitate to email me if you have anything to ask. I'm here to help. 



One More Thing… 

If you're looking for some form of accountability as you navigate your way through the day to day, week 
to week, and month to month, then you should check out my new Prudent Productivity program. It'll 
help you make forward progress with guidance and support from me for however long you need it. To 
see if Prudent Productivity is right for you, just click here to book a FREE 15 minute consultation with 
me. (And if you book that session I'll be able to help you with whatever hasn't been working for you with 
The Daily Driver as well. Plus I'll give you a recording of the call so you can revisit that assistance 
whenever you need.) 

Click here to book your FREE call now. 

Thanks again for putting The Daily Driver through the paces. I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

See you later, 

https://woven.com/c/mike33/dearprudence
https://woven.com/c/mike33/dearprudence
https://woven.com/c/mike33/dearprudence
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